Rule-level feature selection, also termed as rule compression, is an important technique for improving interpretability of fuzzy rule-based classifiers. In this paper we present three different rule compression algorithms and analyze their performance and characteristics on the classifiers identified from wellknown classification benchmarks, namely the Iris, Wine and two versions of Wisconsin Breast Cancer data sets. Our study shows that the classifiers, in which the overlap between either the rules representing different classes or all rules is eliminated, can be usually compressed at a higher rate and that the interpretation of such classifiers is more insightful.
Introduction
In last two decades, fuzzy rule based classifiers have earned substantial recognition because of their ability to explain the reasoning that lies behind assigning an object into any given class. However, intepretability is not a default property of fuzzy systems and over a decade or so, considerable effort has been made to find out what comprises interpretability of fuzzy systems and how to preserve it [2] .
Interpretability of fuzzy systems is divided into low-level and high-level interpretability [14] Lowlevel interpretability can be tracked down to fuzzy set and partition properties such as normality, continuity, convexity, coverage, distinguishability, complementarity, partition cardinality, etc. and is usually achieved by imposing constraints on membership function (MF)/partition parameters. Highlevel interpretability, on the other hand, is associated with rule base properties such as the number of features, number of rules, number of conditions, consistency of the rule base, etc. and is generally obtained by complexity reduction.
Today, the weapon of choice for obtaining interpretable fuzzy systems seems to be multi-objective evolutionary optimization [2, 4, 5] where one or several interpretability measures plus a measure of accuracy are included in the optimization criterion to strike a good balance between accuracy and interpretability (not a trivial task because of the wellknown interpretability-accuracy tradeoff).
The described concept of interpretability leads to a partition-driven interpretation of fuzzy systemsone can view the partitions of input variables composed of fuzzy sets that are labelled by linguistic labels setting a global semantics and read the IF-THEN rules that describe the relationships between these labels quite like the sentences in everyday human language.
However, the number of rules in a fuzzy system grows exponentially as the number of variables increases (curse of dimensionality) and low granularity of input partitions is often a necessity that results in a limited understanding of the modelled phenomenon. This particularly concerns classification applications where we typically deal with a large number of features.
On the other hand, it has been shown that when implemented with the most common single-winner method, classification rules do not cooperate in producing the output for the fuzzy system but compete with each other [8] , which has lead to the suggestion that low-level interpretability is not so important for classification systems [9] -this applies most notably for such partition properties as distinguishability and complementarity. It then allows one to create the rules directly in product space that helps to cope with the curse of dimensionality [7] (the number of rules is relatively low and does not depend on the number of features). This, however, comes at the cost of loss of global semantics, making it impossible to use meaningful linguistic labels for fuzzy sets and invalidates the partition-driven interpretation -therefore one has to revert to the rule-driven interpretation of a fuzzy system [10] .
In the context of the latter, interpretability improvement is a matter of finding a small number of concise fuzzy rules (not too spread out in product space) with a limited number of conditions [9] . The degree at which the rules in a classifier overlap is also an important factor that influences how understandable the rules of the system can be [10] .
Depending on the type of rule overlap, rule-based classifiers can be divided into three categories:
1. Classifiers in which the rule overlap is not reg- In general, fuzzy rule-based classification is a prime example of the first approach. It takes advantage of the rule overlap that provides oblique decision boundaries that allows one to get high classification accuracy even with a small number of rules. The shape of the boundary mostly depends on the placement of overlapping rules in respect to each other. The main effort in this line of research therefore boils down to the optimization of MF parameters so as to improve classification accuracy. Perhaps the best known representative of the second approach are the fuzzy min-max networks [11] that allow one to obtain fuzzy classifiers with more concise, well separated rules that can be more easily interpreted. However, higher level of granularity is usually required to achieve the same level of accuracy than in decision boundary optimization.
The third approach is represented by (non-fuzzy) classification trees (C4.5, CART etc.) that can be presented in rule-based format [3] with even higher level of granulation.
In this context, we focus on the part of complexity reduction/interpretability improvement that aims at reducing the number of conditions in classification rules (rule compression) and considers all three types of classification systems that are obtained by applying the algorithms described in Sections 2 and 3). The goal of rule compression is to detect the redundant conditions that can be removed from the rules without accuracy loss. We have developed three rule compression algorithms (Section 4) that exhibit slightly different characteristics, which are analyzed in more detail in Section 5.
Note that we employ full benchmark data sets and identify the classifiers that are 100% accurate before and after compression. This is deliberate for two reasons. First, we want to compare the considered compression methods on equal grounds -using the same and as complete as possible data sets. Our second goal is to emphasize the ability of compressed classifiers to explain the class distributions in a comprehensible manner (see Section 5), which, again, makes more sense on full data sets with no misclassified samples.
Preliminary classifiers
A fuzzy classifier is a fuzzy rule-based system that utilizes fuzziness only in its reasoning mechanism and groups the examples presented to it into a small number of distinct classes that are labelled with discrete values ( 
The reasoning mechanism of a fuzzy rule-based classifier is usually implemented by the single winner approach that selects the class label c r , associated with the rule that provides the highest rule activation degree (τ r ) for the given set of feature values
where
where ∩ N i is the conjunction operator corresponding to the linguistic operator AND (most often a minimum or product operator) that has a marked effect on how the decision boundary is drawn between highly overlapping rules. In present paper we apply product implication that yields smoother decision boundaries [9] .
The goal in fuzzy rule-based classification is to obtain the maximum possible classification accuracy with as simple classifier as possible. Classification accuracy that a data driven fuzzy rule-based classifier is able to achieve first and foremost depends on the properties of the data set. A class that is separated from other classes in product space is easy to classify correctly whereas high overlap of classes can make it very difficult to obtain a rule placement that would result in an accurate classifier and typically, such class distributions need to be modeled with increased level of granularity. For this purpose we employ the algorithms of rule granulation and consolidation [10] to obtain the zero-error classifiers on which to verify the performance of compression methods described in Section 4.
The classifiers of considered data sets are initialized as minimal rule classifiers (MRC) that specify only one rule for each class. To obtain these, the training data set is divided into T subsets so that each subset S r contains only the samples belonging to one of T classes.
Given a subset of data S r that contains K r observations and its mean m r = (m 1r , m 2r , ..., m N r ) that is the geometric centroid of the data points in
the MFs µ ir of form (2) are created in all dimensions i. Given a predefined value of α < 1, the MF parameters a ir , b ir , c ir are obtained as follows.
Following this a rule of format (1) is constructed. Note that what we described here is a general subset modeled rule generation/modification procedure used as well at the later stages of the algorithm.
Also note that as the rules of a MRC are usually overlapping, rule competition steps in and as a result a number of samples are redistributed among the rules ending up as misclassified samples. The number of misclassified samples in a r-th rule is denoted by η r and called local error. The global error (η) is given by
Classification error reduction via rule granulation is carried out by a sequence of rule splits so that at each iteration a parent rule is selected and split into two offspring rules. The offspring rules replace the parent rule, which means that at each iteration the number of classification rules increases by one.
Usually there is a number of choices on which parent rule to pick and how to make the split. The first choice for the parent rule is a rule p with the highest local error p = r, arg max
If there are several rules with the same local error, we simply choose the one with the highest K r of those.
The rule splitting cut can be made around each erroneous sample under the parent rule. At given iteration, a single cut is allowed at one of N coordinates, thus the overall number of potential rule splits at the iteration equals N × η p .
A cut divides the K p samples of the parent rule into two subsets S o and S q that form the basis of two offspring rules, R o and R q . Note that the erroneous sample is always sided with the offspring rule that contains less samples. Of available cuts the one that results in the best performing classifier (yielding the smallest η) is selected. It is possible that there are several cuts that result in classifiers with the same number of erroneous samples. In this case we choose the cut that has the minimal value of max(η o , η q ) -generally this leads to faster convergence. If this still leaves us several equally good candidates, we choose the cut that has the smallest value of min(K o , K q ). The granulation continues until η reaches zero.
This procedure, however, usually creates too many rules the number of which can be substantially reduced by rule base consolidation [10] . During the consolidation, weaker rules (governing few samples) are constantly losing their samples to stronger rules (those governing many samples) and as a natural result, many of the weaker rules become obsolete.
The rules are ranked by their strength (the number of samples they govern) in ascending order p ∈ {1, ..., R}. The process starts from the lowest ranked rule (p = 1).
1. pick a rule R r with the rank p 2. pick k-th sample (k = 1, ..., K r ) from the subset S r governed by rule R r . 3. transfer this sample from S r to the subset S q corresponding to R q , the next rule in the ranking that matches the class of the sample (c q = y k ). 4. update the MFs of both R r and R q on the basis of modified subsets S r and S q , respectively.
First, prior to accepting the transfer, we need to verify that there is no accuracy loss. Secondly, depending on in what form the overlap control is applied, we need to verify that the consolidated rule (R q ) is not overlapping with any other non-singleton rules (type 2 overlap control), just the non-singleton rules that represent classes other than c r (type 1 overlap control) or skip this step of verification (type 0 overlap control). There are a number of different scenarios on what to do next.
• if the transfer is accepted and k < K r , increment k (select the next sample from S r ). If k, however, already equals K r , delete rule R r along with associated MFs, update the ranking, increment p and go back to step 1.
• if the transfer is rejected, first discard the changes to the MFs of R r and R q , pick the next matching rule from the ranking and go back to step 3. If we already have reached the last matching rule in the ranking, select the next sample from subset S r (increment k) and go to step 2. If k already equals K r as well, increment p and return to step 1.
The process comes to a natural end when we have reached the last rule in the ranking (p = R) and can then be repeated by returning to the first rule in the ranking until the consolidation stabilizes (i.e. there are no more accepted transfers). Table 1 shows the number of rules after the rule splits (R 0 ) and after consolidation (R 0 c ) of zero-error classifiers of type 0 overlap identified from benchmark data sets, the value of parameter α and number of samples in these data sets (K). data set 
Elimination of rule overlap
In general, after error-reducing rule splits we obtain a classifier with overlapping rules. This is true for all considered classifiers in Table 1 even before the application of the overlap-ignorant consolidation. To remove the overlap, the procedure introduced in current section is applied.
Note that two rules R p and R q are not overlapping if there exists at least one feature i ∈ {1, ..., N } for which the corresponding MFs µ ip and µ iq do not intersect, i.e. either c ip < a iq or a ip > c iq is true. To obtain a classifier with non-overlapping rules we need to identify the existing overlap situations and eliminate the overlap.
If two rules R p and R q overlap in N -dimensional space, there exist the samples for which both τ p > 0 and τ q > 0 are true. In order to get rid of the overlap we need to shrink one or both of the involved rules and release the samples located in the original overlap area. This can be done iteratively. The question is, which rule to pick for correction, in which dimension to shrink it and in what order to pick the samples to be released.
For this purpose, we identify the subsets of samples Z ip ⊂ Sp and Z iq ⊂ S q that are located between the overlap margins x l i and x r i for each i
Note that if µ ip is at the left from µ iq then the margins are x We pick the rule and the dimension/feature according to the cardinality of subset Z ir arg min
Having identified the dimension i and the rule (p or q), the next step is to exclude the sample from the subset S r corresponding to the picked rule which has the minimum value of µ ir and appoint it to a newly created singleton rule ( Figure 1 ). This is carried out until the current overlap situation has been Overlap elimination usually creates a number of singleton rules, most of which, however, can be consolidated with existing stronger rules with the consolidation algorithm. Table 2 shows the overlap elimination and subsequent consolidation results in terms of number of rules for benchmark data sets. Note that overlap control of type 1 means that only the overlap situations involving different class rules were resolved, whereas overlap control of type 2 means that all rules in these classifiers are ultimately separated from each other.
Rule compression
Rule compression can be considered a special method of feature selection that is implemented as an iterative procedure based on trial and error in which we remove the features/conditions from the rules that do not affect accuracy of the classifier and overlap of the rules (actual features that can be removed vary from rule to rule). This can be ac-complished in several ways and we have developed three such algorithms (of which first two ignore the aspect of overlap) presented in the following subsections.
Naive compression algorithm
This algorithm is based on simple trial and error and is described as follows:
1. pick the rule R r (r = 1, ..., R) 2. rank the antecedents i = 1, ..., N by MF spread (c ir − a ir ), in descending order (by this the features in which the subset of samples governed by r-th rule is less compact, are removed first) 3. discard the conditions applied to the antecedents one by one, in the order of ranking, cancelling those removals on the run that would result in loss of accuracy.
Template based compression
The template based compression, although also based on trial and error, is more sophisticated and can discard several features simultaneously whereas compressions at higher rates are prioritized higher.
pick the number of features in the template
M (M = 1, ..., N − 1) 2. pick rule R r (r = 1, .
.., R)
• make a list all possible unique combinations of M variables (the total number of these amounts to N c = N !/(M !(N −M )!)) that serve as compression templates, so to speak
Next we cycle through these N c items in the list starting from the first one. At each iteration:
• compress R r according to the picked compression template • compute the classification error of the resulting classifier -if there is no accuracy loss -increment r and go back to step 2 which means that the compression is accepted. -if accuracy loss is detected and we have not yet reached the end of the template list -restore original R r and pick the next compression template from the list. -if accuracy loss is detected and and we have reached the end of the list -restore original R r , increment r and return to step 2.
Following this, increment M (meaning that all subsequent compressions will be done at lower compression rate) and start from step 1 again (for already compressed rules further compression, of course, is no longer applied). The process ends when we have managed to compress all rules.
{3,4} {4} {4} ∅ Table 3: The rule compression look-up table for Iris  classifier The main shortcoming of the method is its computational cost because the list of possible combinations grows exponentially as the number of features increases (e.g. for a 20-feature classification problem there would be 184756 different 10-feature templates alone) and is a practical approach only if the compressions are made in the very beginning of the process (at high compression rates).
Analytical compression algorithm
This algorithm is applicable only to the classifiers to which overlap control of type 1 or type 2 has been applied.
In first stage of the algorithm non-singleton rules are compressed. For this purpose a look-up table is constructed in which each entry in the given row contains the set of features in which the MFs of the given rule do not intersect with MFs of the rule determined by the column. The entries in the main diagonal are always empty sets and are ignored.
The compression is based on the analysis of the table. When attempting to compress a rule corresponding to a given row, a feature that is most frequently represented in the entries of the row is picked first and all the entries it was found at are excluded from the further analysis of the rule. Next we pick the feature that is most frequently represented in the remaining entries and exclude corresponding entries. In the end of processing this row there are no more entries left and the rule can be compressed into the picked features.
Consider, for example, the look-up table constructed for the four non-singleton rules of the Iris data classifier (Table 3 ). It appears from the table that R 1 can be compressed into feature 3 (or 4) because those are represented in all entries of first row; R 2 can be compressed into features 3 and 4 because either 3 or 4 is always present in row 2 entries. R 3 will be compressed into features 3 and 4 and R 6 into feature 4 for now obvious reasons (Figure 2 ). Features 3 and 4 (petal width and length) are indeed relevant because Iris classes are poorly separated in features 1 and 2.
In the case where overlap of same class rules is permitted, the entries in the table corresponding to same-class overlap are neglected from the analysis just like the entries in the main diagonal. In current example, R 3 and R 6 both represent class 3 and if their separation is not necessary, the last entry in the 3rd row of Table 3 is not taken into account, which permits us to compress R 3 into a single feature (feature 3). The third entry in the last row is simlarly ignored. The compression of singleton rules is done separately and is (similarly to the naive compression method) based on pure trial and error 1. pick a singleton rule R p 2. determine the subset of samples S p governed by the p-th rule (S p , of course, consists of a single sample) 3. remove the antecedents one by one, cancelling those removals on the run that would increase the number of samples in the subset S p . In Figure 3 that depicts all rules of the classifier in the most relevant features we can spot three major rules describing majority of samples belonging to each of three classes. In addition, there is one minor rule (R 3 ) that describes four class 3 samples that are not compatible with the major rule of the same class (R 6 ) and three singleton rules R 5 , R 7 (located inside R 6 ) and R 4 (located inside R 3 ) representing evident outliers. In Figure 4 that depicts the classifier that has been compressed with type 1 overlap control, the only difference in comparison with the classifier in Figure 3 is the removal of the MF in feature 4 from R 3 , which leads to its overlap with R 6 and sample redistribution among these rules (R 3 acquires 12 additional samples from R 6 ). The high overlap of R 3 and R 6 makes them virtually indistinguishable from each other in rule view, which is unfortunate from the interpretational aspect.
Results and discussion
The compression results are given in Table 4 , where classification by a tree (CART) is added for comparison (the number of rules in a classifier converted from a tree is equal to the number of leaf nodes of the latter, whereas the number of conditions in a rule is usually smaller than the number of internal nodes met on the path from the root node to the leaf node because in a rule, the conditions concerning the same variable can be combined into the very same condition). The following observations can be made:
• Template based compression that obtains 12, 13 and 54 conditions for Iris, Wine and WBC data set classifiers, respectively, has only a slight advantage over the naive algorithm (respective measures are 14, 16 and 56, see Table  4 ). It is unable to complete the compression of the WDBC data classifier in reasonable time because of the high number of original features.
• The classifiers, in which the overlap control of either type 1 or type 2 is applied, are com-pressed at a higher rate than classifiers in which the overlap control is not enforced. This is clearly evidenced in Table 4 when dividing the number of conditions with the number of rules. Moreover, the conditions in those classifiers are much more evenly distributed over the rules (some, usually the major rules, are compressed at a very low compression rate in classifiers in which the overlap control is not enforced).
• The classifiers with type 1 or type 2 overlap control have usually considerably more rules than those classifiers in which overlap control has not been enforced. The classifiers with type 1 overlap control, however, do not have considerably more rules than the classifiers with type 2 overlap control.
• Compression of overlapping rules generally redistributes the samples among the rules.
• The classifiers with type 1 or type 2 overlap control usually contain a healthy dose of singleton rules. These singleton rules may represent noise or measuring errors and can be conveniently isolated from the rest of data this way.
• The classification tree results should be directly compared the classifiers with type 2 overlap control. It can be seen that the proposed algorithms yield much more compact classifiers. Let us have a closer look at Wine and WDBC type 2 overlap classifiers. From Figure 5 it is clear that class 1 and class 3 wines (in R 1 and R 4 , respectively) can be distinguished from each other by the value of flavanoids (feature 7). Class 2 wines (R 2 ), however, have mixed values of flavanoids and therefore, to separate class 2 wines from class 3 wines we need to look at their color intensity (feature 10) and from class 1 wines at proline values (feature 13). Three minor rules describe the small groups of wines that do not fit this pattern. the latter is too high and feature 3 (ash) is used. In R 8 , the color intensity is too low to provide separation from class 2 wines and the value of flavanoids is used instead. In addition, there are four single specimens that do not fit the above reasoning and are defined using singleton rules. The WDBC data classifier has even more singleton rules (10 of 22). Due to space limitations we only look at a selection of stronger classifier rules ( Figure 6 ). First of all, the compression algorithm has decided that the most relevant features are the extreme values of cell radius (feature 21), texture (feature 22) and concave points (feature 28). This harmonizes well with the claim "the extreme values are the most intuitively useful for the problem at hand since only a few malignant cells may occur in a given sample" [12] .
As a rule, the healthy patients are separated from sick ones by lower values in feature 21. However, there exist healthy persons that have high values of that feature (R 8 and R 10 ) that are distinguished from sick persons in features 22 and 28, respectively. And there are sick persons that have deceptively low high value of feature 22 but distinguish from healthy persons by feature 28 (R 11 ).
As those two examples demonstrate, interpretation of classification rules in which there is no overlap, is very intuitive.
Conclusions
The interest in interpretable fuzzy classifiers can be largely credited to our increasing need to understand and reason about data. Present study of rule compression methods clearly demonstrates that rule compression can improve interpretability of fuzzy classifiers to a great extent by bringing our attention to the features that are crucial in assigning the samples of the data set to the proper classes. It is particularly helpful when the number of available features is high. The study also suggests that the most easily interpretable fuzzy classifiers are such in which the overlap between the rules is eliminated. This, however, is a somewhat inconvenient conclusion because essentially, such classifiers are no longer fuzzy classifiers. 
